WHAT YOU GOING TO LEARN
There are a lot of Java tools on the market that can help you to
achieve a bug-free software, but it is difficult to choose one.
I will help you share the 5 tools I’m using to add a grate test
coverage in different levels of an application with the best tip
you can apply after you read this e-book.

JUnit 5

https://junit.org/junit5

The next generation of Junit that
creates an up-to-date foundation for
developer-side testing on the JVM

You can use JUnit to write your unit tests not only to
add more test coverage but to create smart and datadriven tests.
HOW YOU CAN USE
Did you know that you can use JUnit 5 for different testing types?
Manly, you will use to write unit tests, the ones that are isolated, and will
verify a business rule. Probably you will use it to write your tests together
with a mock strategy but this tool is not limited to that.
You can use JUnit 5, and their modern functionalities to support you in the
creation of the automated tests for API, Mobile, and Web tests.
In this new version, there are a lot of new features you can explore to avoid
the DRY principle.

THE BEST TIP FOR YOU
To avoid repetition on tests we have that only the data change Junit 5
provides a Test Parametrization composed by different strategies.
Instead of managing the data in different resources, you can use the
Method Source, which allows you to refer to one or more factory methods
using it in the same test class or from external classes.
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JUnit 5

https://junit.org/junit5

CODE EXAMPLE
1 class JUnitInternalMethodSourceTest {
2
3
@ParameterizedTest(name = "product ''{0}'' ${1} is cheap")
4
@MethodSource("cheapProducts")
5
void cheapProducts(String product, BigDecimal amount) {
6
final BigDecimal maximumPrice = new BigDecimal("30.0");
7
8
assertThat(product).isNotEmpty();
9
assertThat(amount).isLessThanOrEqualTo(maximumPrice);
10
}
11
12
static Stream<Arguments> cheapProducts() {
13
return Stream.of(
14
arguments("Micro SD Card 16Gb", new BigDecimal("6.09")),
15
arguments("JBL GO 2", new BigDecimal("22.37")),
16
arguments("iPad Air Case", new BigDecimal("14.99"))
17
);
18
}
19 }

This example is a Data Driven test managed by the MethodSource with an
internal method factory.
On line 3, you can see the @ParameterizedTest adding a custom message.
This annotation is required for the data-driven approach.
On lines 12 and 13 you can see a Stream typed to the Arguments class that
returns a Stream of arguments.
Each argument placed on lines 14, 15, and 16 creates the data that will be
used by the test.
On line 4 we do the correlation between the factory method cheapProducts
and the test through the @MethodSource annotation.
On line 5 the test method must-have, as a parameter, the attributes related to
the factory method. The object type will be matched with the ones provided on
the arguments.
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Mockito

https://site.mockito.org

Mockito is a mocking framework that
tastes really good. It lets you write
beautiful tests with a clean & simple API

You can use Mockito to isolate all the external
dependencies, making your test reliable, fast,
dependency-free, and easy to understand.
HOW YOU CAN USE
At some point when you have created your Unit Tests, you may come across
dependencies that breaks isolation: this is where you will use Mockito. You
will verify the behaviour of the SUT (System Under Test) without establishing
expectations beforehand.
You can mock Database connections, queries, configurations and any external
dependencies you have and don’t control.
There is a concept called Test Double where you must understand the
differences of the dummy objects, stubs, spies, mock and fake objects.

THE BEST TIP FOR YOU
To make your tests with mocks reliably you can assert more than the expected
return or method behavior.
Argument Captor verifies argument values, so you can do complete verifications
in your test to make them more powerful. We can capture the value/arguments
of an object during the verification phase and then assert it.
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Mockito

https://site.mockito.org

CODE EXAMPLE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

@ExtendWith(MockitoExtension.class)
class PersonTest {
@InjectMocks
private PersonService personService;
@Mock
private PersonRepository personRepository;
@Captor
private ArgumentCaptor<Person> captor;
@Test
void successfullySoftDeletePerson() {
Person person = new PersonBuilder().
setName("John").setIsDeleted(false).build();
personService.softDelete(person);
Mockito.verify(personRepository).delete(captor.capture());
Person captured = captor.getValue();
assertThat(captured.getDeleted(), is(Boolean.TRUE));
}
}

This example shows how to see if the Person was soft-deleted where instead of
delete the object from the database, we are setting a flag as deleted and
hiding it from the user.
On line 10 you can see the @Captor that is telling Mockito to use the following
object to capture the arguments. On line 11, we must use ArgumentCaptor
typing the object Person.
After doing the soft delete on line 17 we are verifying the delete method and
capturing the arguments from the Person object associated with line 11.
On line 21 we are capturing the arguments of the person and on line 22 we are
asserting that the delete is true returning it from the getDeleted() method
from the captured object during the verify.
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WireMock
http://wiremock.org

It’s a simulator for HTTP-based APIs.
Some might consider it a service
virtualization tool or a mock server

You can use WireMock to create service virtualization so
everyone will share the same mock server, data,
endpoints to develop and test your application.
HOW YOU CAN USE
You can use WireMock either to create the mock objects in your unit and
integration tests or create service virtualization.
For the unit and integration tests, you can use the JUnit rule where you can
configure and use it in your code. You are going to use Mockito in your unit
test and use WireMock for the integration tests in the ones you need to hit
API endpoints.
The difference between WireMock and Mockito is that you can simulate the
HTTP-Based method and use running a test close to reality, and it can be
really useful for the integration tests.

THE BEST TIP FOR YOU
A shared approach you can use to enable your team to use the same mock
objects in the backend development, functional tests and, in the frontend
development is the Service Virtualization.
You can use it in two ways:
• Via Java API: you can write all the simulation in pure Java code, creating
a project and running it in a server even in a different host
• Via JSON Files: you can create all the simulations using only JSON files
creating the request and response. You can start the standalone process
by command line or create a Docker image.
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WireMock
http://wiremock.org
CODE EXAMPLE
I would like to recommend you create a Service Virtualization using the JSON
file, so you can easily manage them into a Docker container.
You can create the combination of a Dockerfile and docker-compose.yml file
to have a persistent Service Virtualization environment.
Dockerfile example
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

FROM anapsix/alpine-java:8
RUN apk add --update curl && \
rm -rf /var/cache/apk/*
ENV WM_PACKAGE wiremock
ARG WM_VERSION=2.27.1
RUN mkdir /$WM_PACKAGE
WORKDIR /$WM_PACKAGE
RUN curl -sSL -o JAR_FILE_PATH
EXPOSE 80
ENTRYPOINT [ENTRYPOINT]

In line 1 we are defining the base image.
On lines 3 to 4, we are adding cURL.
Lines 5 and 6 define the filename and
version, that will be used to download
WireMock.
Line 11 runs a cURL command to
download the WireMock standalone.
Line 12 exposes the port.
Line 14 starts the WireMock.
docker-compose.yml example

Line 6 and 7 defines the
context the Docker image will
be built.
Line 9 defines the container
name that you will see listed
Line 14 and 15 maps JSON
files in the respective folder,
so WireMock can see them and
start with the request and
response mappings.

1 version: '3.7'
2
3 services:
wiremock:
4
build:
5
context: ./
6
dockerfile: Dockerfile
7
image:
wiremock-custom
8
container_name: wiremock-payment-gateway
9
ports:
10
- "80:80"
11
volumes:
12
#we copy our scripts onto the container
13
- ./__files:/wiremock/__files
14
- ./mappings:/wiremock/mappings
15

You can find the complete Dockerfile example at
https://github.com/eliasnogueira/wiremock-service-virtualization
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RestAssured
http://rest-assured.io

REST Assured is a Java DSL for
simplifying testing of REST based
services built on top of HTTP Builder

You can use RestAssured to apply functional
integrations and e2e tests in your APIs and create a
robust test suite.
HOW YOU CAN USE
You can use RestAssured to create the different test scenarios to test your
REST API focusing most on the functionality, but not excluding the other
types of testing you can implement to make your API more resilient.
You will test each request and the different responses that your API has,
not only the happy path but also simulating the request and response for
the others status code running your tests in the real services.
You can also increase the number of tests that simulate the usage of
different APIs to simulate a user journey, decreasing the number of tests in
the frontend.

THE BEST TIP FOR YOU
You might have an endpoint that can return different status code: one for the
successful request, another related to the missing information, other related to
some business rules and so son.
Can you see that your requests will be the same, or have a little difference
between them?
To solve this problem you can reuse either the request or response using the
Specification re-use present on RestAssured.
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RestAssured
http://rest-assured.io

CODE EXAMPLE
1 public static RequestSpecification postValidSimulation() {
2
Simulation validSimulation =
3
new SimulationDataFactory().validSimulation();
4
5
return new RequestSpecBuilder().
6
setContentType(ContentType.JSON).
7
setBody(validSimulation).
8
build();
9 }

When you start to write tests with RestAssured you might have the same
request for different test scenarios.
On lines 2 and 3 you can see the use of a Data Factory class that created a valid
simulation object (an object with valid data for the test).
On lines 6 to 8, the content type needs to post the object data is set, the object
is added on the request and the method is built.
1 @Test
2 public void createNewSimulationSuccessfully() {
3
given().
4
spec(SimulationsSpecs.postValidSimulation()).
5
when().
6
post("/simulations").
7
then().
8
statusCode(HttpStatus.SC_CREATED);
9 }

The test uses the RequestSpecification on line 4, as a precondition, to add
the data in the request, so there’s no necessity to add it every time, otherwise,
we would have to manage the data and the body inside the test like in the
code snippet below:
1 @Test
2 public void createNewSimulationSuccessfully() {
3
Simulation newSimulation = Simulation.builder().
4
cpf("123456789").name("John").email("john@email.com").build();
5
given().
6
contentType(ContentType.JSON).
7
body(newSimulation).
8
// ignored
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Selenium WebDriver
https://www.selenium.dev

Selenium automates browsers. That's it

You can use Selenium WebDriver to automate the user
actions on a web page, but not all the actions: just the
most important ones!
HOW YOU CAN USE
You can use Selenium WebDriver to create the tests bases on the most
important user journeys based on the business perspective instead of creating
a lot of tests on the frontend that might bring no value to the product.
Balance the number of tests in different layers and try to avoid the antipattern Software Testing Ice Cream Cone is really important.
Create few tests in this layer to guarantee that you can deliver the product, at
least, with the main functionality working on the frontend side or with the
user journeys that will cover the business scenarios.

THE BEST TIP FOR YOU
One of the biggest problems in web test automation is the asynchronous
requests, where we must wait until we have some visual aspect changes telling
us that the request is done, like when a field appears after some action.
This tool has an explicitly wait strategy called ExpectedConditions, where you
can explicitly in your test code waiting for different aspects. But if you are
creating your tests with the Page Object pattern you can reduce the amount of
waiting code using the AjaxElementLocatorFactory class.
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Selenium WebDriver
https://www.selenium.dev
CODE EXAMPLE
1 public class DetailPage {
2
3
@FindBy(id = "description")
4
private WebElement roomDescription;
5
6
private static final int FIVE_SECONDS = 5;
7
8
public DetailPage(WebDriver driver) {
9
PageFactory.initElements(
10
new AjaxElementLocatorFactory(driver, FIVE_SECONDS),
11
this);
12
}
13
14
public void fillRoomDescription(String description) {
15
roomDescription.sendKeys(description);
16
}
17 }

The DetailPage is an implementation of the Page Object pattern using the
Page Factory. You can identify the Page Factory approach by the use of the
@FindBy annotation and the PageFactory class.
In short, the PageFactory will init (locate) all the elements when you use it.
Example: when you use the fillRoomDescription method the PageFactory
will find the element description that uses the @FindBy to find it by the id
locator.
If there’s a delay or the field is not ready yet due to an asynchronous action the
code will fail. One possible solution is added, before the sendKey command, an
explicitly wait, but you can have a lot of it in your code.
To reduce the amount of code you can use the AjaxElementLocatorFactory,
informing as parameter the driver instance and the timeout. This class will,
automatically, generate an explicitly wait for you waiting until the amount of
time you set as timeout.
In this example, the code will automatically wait for the description element to
be ready/visible/present until 5 seconds if it’s not o the screen.
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Bonus!
To achieve the Continuous Delivery a pipeline where can
automatically run tests for you is mandatory. Let me tell
one thing: now you know which tools you can use.

Unit Test

API Test

Web Test

The process above can be your pipeline, in the CI tool you like, to execute all
the tests creating a safety net that will provide you faster feedback, end to
end, about your application reliability.
During the Unit Test stage, you will use JUnit 5 as your main unit test
framework and use the Mockito integration to isolate the dependencies of your
application. You might use WireMock to mock the external dependencies, like a
3rd-party provider APIS making sure your changes has no negative effects.
On the API Test stage, you will use RestAssured to execute your tests targeting
real endpoints or using the service virtualization created with WireMock to
speed up your process. You might create four internal stages to give a better
coverage like health check -> contact test -> e2e test -> functional test.
In last, but not least, the Web Test stage you will use Selenium WebDriver to
execute the user journeys test, the ones that will show the application
reliability by the user perspective through the tests.
Did you notice that now you have all the necessary tools to automate your
execution? Nowadays it’s one of the basic toolbox for all Java developers who
are concerned with the quality of their work.
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Thank you!
I’m Elias Nogueira, a passionate Software Engineer that
help professional Java developers to develop their quality
mindset and deliver bug-free software, so they become
top-level developers and get hired for the best positions
in the market.
Now you have my contact, so don’t hesitate to send me
questions about the tools or any other to help you to be a
better developer.
You can also check more content like this at
eliasnogueira.com or in my social networks
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